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Abstract: Algorithms for 3D head pose and facial expression tracking using a single
camera (monocular image sequences) is presented in this paper. The proposed method
is based on a combination of feature-based and model-based approaches for pose estimation. A generic 3D face model, which can be adapted to any person, is used for the
tracking. In contrast to other methods in the literature, the proposed method does not
require a training stage. It only requires an image of the person’s face to be tracked
facing the camera to which the model is ﬁtted manually through a graphical user interface. The algorithms were evaluated perceptually and quantitatively with two video
databases. Simulation results show that the proposed tracking algorithms correctly
estimate the head pose and facial expression, even when occlusions, changes in the
distance to the camera and presence of other persons in the scene, occur. Both perceptual and quantitative results are similar to the ones obtained with other methods
proposed in the literature. Although the algorithms were not optimized for speed, they
run near real time. Additionally, the proposed system delivers separate head pose and
facial expression information. Since information related with facial expression, which
is represented only by six parameters, is independent from head pose information, the
tracking algorithms could also be used for facial expression analysis and video-driven
facial animation.
Key Words: Computer vision, Head pose tracking, Facial expression, 3D deformable
models, Image processing
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1

Introduction

Three-dimensional head pose and facial expression detection and tracking in a
video sequence have become important tasks in several computer vision applications, like video surveillance, human-computer interaction, biometrics, vehicle
automation, etc. [Murphy-Chutorian and Trivedi, 2009], [Jimenez et al., 2008],
[Pallejà et al., 2008]. Determining the 3D head position and orientation is also
fundamental in the development of applications such as vision-driven user interfaces, robust facial expression/emotion analysis, face recognition and modelbased image coding. Head and facial expression tracking algorithms have to deal
with issues such as: signiﬁcant head motion, changes in orientation or scale, partial face occlusion and changes in lighting conditions. To overcome these diﬃculties, set of colored markers on the face could be used [Busso and Narayanan, 2007],
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[Savrana et al., 2006], [Terissi and Gómez, 2007]. In this way, the tracking is simpliﬁed but the range of applications becomes very limited because a make-up
stage is needed, which could be annoying and time-consuming.
Diﬀerent approaches have been proposed in recent years for tracking moving
objects in a scene. The diﬀerent approaches proposed in the literature could
be broadly classiﬁed as feature-based [Cristinacce and Cootes, 2006] or modelbased [Dornaika and Ahlberg, 2006]. Feature-based approaches rely on tracking
local regions of interest, like key points, curves, optical ﬂow, or skin color. In the
model-based approach, a 2D or 3D model of the object to be tracked is used to
estimate the pose/location of the object in the scene. The model is projected onto
the image in order to ﬁnd correspondences between 3D and 2D object features.
These features can be edges, line segments, points, etc. Then, the object-image
correspondences are used to compute the pose of the object by matching the
model to the tracked features. Several of these model-based algorithms need a
training using several images of the object to be tracked in diﬀerent positions
[Li et al., 2007].
The head pose and facial expression tracking system presented in this paper
uses both ideas. It make use of a generic 3D face model to determinate the
image features to track at each frame of the image sequence as in feature-based
approaches. Then, similarly to the case of model-based approaches, the pose is
estimated by matching the model to the tracked features. In head pose estimation
the 3D face model is considered as a rigid object. For estimating the current facial
expression, an adaptation of the procedure to estimate the pose of the face is
used, in this case the model is treated as a deformable object. The tracking
system proposed in this paper does not require a training stage, requiring only
an image of the person’s face to be tracked facing the camera, that is used
to manually ﬁt the model to it. This ﬁtting procedure is performed through
a graphical user interface developed by the authors and it only takes a couple
of minutes. To track the head pose and facial expression, online information
(previous frames) and oﬄine information (reference images) are considered. The
use of oﬄine information, as proposed in [Vacchetti et al., 2004], leads to more
robust tracking against situations where face occlusion and jitter in the images
are present.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the generic 3D face
model used in this work is described. The tracking algorithms proposed in this
paper are presented in section 3 and the algorithms for pose and facial expression estimation are described in section 4. Section 5 shows some simulations and
experimental results of the proposed algorithms. Finally, some conclusions are
given in section 6.
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Parameterized 3D Face Model

In this paper, the generic 3D face model Candide-3 [Ahlberg, 2001] is used for
face representation. This 3D face model was developed at Linköping University,
Sweden, and it was widely used in computer graphics, computer vision and
model-based image-coding applications. The shape of this wireframe face model
is given by a set of 3D vertices and triangular patches, see Figure 1. The model
deﬁnes a set of Shape Units and Animation Units to control the appearance of
the face and to animate it, respectively [Ahlberg, 2001]. Shape Units indicate
how to deform the model for the purposes of, for instance, changing the position
of the eyes, nose and mouth, making the mouth wider, etc. Similarly, Animation
Units are used to control the movements of the mouth, eyes, eyebrows, etc.

Figure 1: Candide-3 model.

The 3D face model is fully described by a 3N -vector g consisting of the
concatenation of the 3D coordinates gi , i = 1, ..., N , of the N vertices of the
model. Vector g can be written as
g = ḡ + Sσ + Aα

(1)

where ḡ is the mean shape of the model, and the columns of matrices S and A
are the Shape and Animation Units, respectively. Vectors σ and α contain the
shape and animation parameters, respectively.
The pose of the face model is given by its position and orientation with
respect to the camera. The pose is deﬁned by six parameters, tx , ty and tz ,
representing the model translation, and θx , θy and θz , representing the model
rotation around three axes. Thus, the head position, facial appearance and facial
expression of the 3D face model are given by the following set of parameters
{tx , ty , tz , θx , θy , θz , σ, α}

(2)
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Perspective Projection Model

The perspective projection of the 3D model onto the 2D image, i.e., the mapping
between 3D and 2D vertices, is given by a 3×4 projection matrix T deﬁned as
T = KP

(3)

where K is the 3 × 3 camera calibration matrix that depends on the internal
parameters of the camera such as focal length, skew coeﬃcient, etc., and P is
the 3 × 4 pose matrix that depends on θx , θy , θz , tx , ty and tz . The internal
parameters of the camera can be estimated by several methods proposed in the
literature [Sturm and Maybank, 1999], [Zhang, 2000].

Y
Image plane
(X1 , Y1 , Z1 )

X

Center of
projection

(x1 , y1 , z1 )

Focal length

Z

Figure 2: Perspective projection scheme.

The classical calibration methods make use of a calibration pattern of known
size such as a 2D or 3D calibration grid with regular patterns painted on it. In
the rest of this paper, it is assumed that the camera has been calibrated thus,
the camera calibration matrix K containing the intrinsic camera parameters is
known. Then, given a pose P of the object, the projection of any 3D point onto
the image can be computed as
[x, y, 1]T = T[X, Y, Z, 1]T

(4)

where [x, y] is the coordinate vector in the 2D image obtained by the perspective
projection of the 3D point [X, Y, Z]. This projection is depicted in Fig. 2.
2.2

Face Model Set-Up

In order to track the head pose and facial expression of a particular person’s
face in an image sequence, the appearance of the generic 3D face model should
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be adapted to the current person’s face. The appearance of the 3D face model
is deﬁned by the shape parameter vector σ. Thus, the values of vector σ are
computed in order to ﬁt the 3D face model to the person’s face. Since vector
σ only modiﬁes the face model’s appearance, it should be computed only once,
either automatically or manually, to adapt the 3D face model to the person’s
face and it remains constant during the tracking. In this work, the generic 3D
face model is adapted to the person’s face to be tracked using one image of the
person facing the camera. The adaptation is obtained by modifying the values
of the shape parameter vector σ in order to adjust the appearance of the 3D
face model to the person’s face. To simplify this registration process, the 3D
face model is projected onto the image and the values of the shape parameters
are manually adjusted using a set of sliders in a graphical interface, as can
be seen in Fig. 3. As a result of this process, the shape parameter vector σ is
obtained and a textured face model is created using the texture from the input
face image. The proposed tracking algorithms use this textured face model to
create reference images, hereafter referred as “keyframes” (oﬄine information),
for estimating the current head pose and facial expression. Figure 4 shows four
keyframes created from the texture face model with diﬀerent positions, i.e., with
diﬀerent poses P.

Figure 3: 3D face model manual adaptation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Keyframes created from the textured face model in diﬀerent positions.

3

Tracking 3D Model Vertices Projections

The tracking method proposed in this paper consists in estimating the pose and
facial animation parameters of the 3D model for each frame of a video sequence.
As mentioned before, these estimations rely on the correspondence between 3D
face model and 2D image features, i.e., the projection of the 3D model vertices
onto the current frame. In this section, the proposed algorithms for tracking
the 3D model vertices frame by frame are described. The proposed algorithms
for head pose and facial expression estimation are described in section 4. For a
particular frame, these estimations are performed by taking into account both
the previous frame and a keyframe. The following subsections describe the proposed algorithms to ﬁnd the projection of the model vertices onto the current
frame based on the previous frame (subsection 3.1) and based on the keyframe
(subsection 3.2).
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Tracking based on Previous Frame

Assuming that the pose of the face at frame (t − 1), denoted as Pt−1 , is known,
the projection of each 3D model vertex gi at frame (t − 1) is also known because
be the projection onto the image at
it can be computed by Eq. (4). Let mt−1
i
frame (t − 1) of the 3D model vertex gi . At frame t, the new projection mti of the
3D model vertex gi is estimated using the pyramidal Lucas-Kanade optical ﬂow
method [Lucas, 1984, Wu, 1995]. This method tries to establish correspondences
of invariant features between time-varying images. In this case, the method ﬁnds
and mti in frames (t − 1) and t, respectively.
the correspondence between mt−1
i
In this way, it can be considered that the 3D vertex gi is projected onto mti
at frame t. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5. The method also computes a
value related with the level of conﬁdence in the estimation of the new position
of the 2D feature. If this error surpasses a given threshold, the projection is not
used for the estimation of the head pose and the facial expression described in
section 4.

Frame (t − 1)

Frame t

Lucas-Kanade
Estimation

mt−1
i

mti

Figure 5: Estimation of the projection mti of the 3D model vertex gi at frame t,
).
based on the location at the previous frame (mt−1
i

3.2

Keyframe-based Tracking

The above described tracking method, used to ﬁnd the correspondences between
2D features in two diﬀerent images, gives good results when there is very small
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perspective distortion between the two frames. Thus, it is well suited for the case
of consecutive frames. However, since the algorithm is applied recursively from
frame to frame, it is not robust from the point of view of error accumulation. In
addition, it is prone to lose a partially occluded target object and it tends to drift
when there is jitter in the images. To overcome these drawbacks, the information
from the previous frame is combined with keyframe information. The projection
of the 3D model vertices gi onto the keyframe image, denoted as mki , are known
and they remain ﬁxed. Thus, there is no tracking error accumulation if the
projections of the model vertices are estimated from the keyframe. Similarly to
the tracking described in the previous section, the keyframe image is used to
estimate the projection of the 3D face model vertices onto the current frame t
by the pyramidal Lucas-Kanade optical ﬂow method. The projection of the i-th
 ti . Then, it is assumed that
vertex, estimated from the keyframe, is denoted as m
k
 ti
the model 3D vertex gi , projected onto mi at keyframe, is projected onto m
at frame t.
In order to obtain good point matching using the pyramidal Lucas-Kanade
optical ﬂow method, the perspective distortion between the current frame image
and the keyframe should be relatively small, i.e., the viewpoints, or poses, of
the face at the current frame and at the keyframe should be similar, ideally
equal. As in the case of estimating the projection from the previous frame, it
can be assumed that the pose at the previous frame (Pt−1 ) is close to the pose
at the current frame (Pt ). Thus, before applying the Lucas-Kanade algorithm,
the keyframe is created from the textured face model with pose equal to Pt−1 .
Figure 6 depicts this procedure. In this paper only one keyframe is used, but the
proposed algorithms can be adapted to use several keyframes.

4

Head Pose and Facial Expression Estimation

Head pose and facial expression of the 3D face model are parameterized by
matrix P and animation parameter vector α, respectively. Figure 7 depicts a
block diagram of the proposed algorithm for head pose and facial expression
estimation at each video frame. As it can be seen, head pose and facial expression
are estimated in two separate stages. In a ﬁrst stage, head pose is estimated based
on the current frame t, the previous frame (t − 1) and the keyframe using Pt−1 .
Then, the keyframe is updated using the new head pose Pt and it is merged with
the current and previous frames, to estimate the animation parameter vector α.
Both stages use the methods described in subsections 3.1 and 3.2 to ﬁnd the
correspondence between the 3D model vertices and the pixel position in each
image. The tracking system also includes a stage to detect when the tracker
loose the target. This block determines if the tracking should be re-initialized
or not. The following subsections describe the proposed head pose and facial
expression estimation algorithms.
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Frame t

keyframe with Pt−1

Lucas-Kanade
Estimation

e ti
m

mk
i

 ti of the 3D model vertex gi at frame t,
Figure 6: Estimation of the projection m
based on the location at the keyframe (mki ).

4.1

Head Pose Estimation

The head pose is estimated based on the projection of a set of 3D face model
vertices onto the current frame. In order to estimate the head pose independently
of the facial expression, this set is composed by 3D vertices which positions are
not related with facial expressions such as mouth and eyebrows movements. Let
Qp be a set with the indices of the model vertices used for head pose estimation. To estimate Pt , the methods described in sections 3.1 and 3.2 are used to
compute the projections of the vertices with indices in Qp on the current frame
from the previous frame and the keyframe, respectively. Then, the head pose at
time t is estimated by searching the matrix P that best match the projections
 ti computed from the previous frame and the
of the 3D vertices at mti and m
keyframe, respectively. Optimal values of P can be computed by solving the
following minimization problem
P̂ = arg min {Vp (P, Qp )}
P
 

ρT ϕp (gi , P) − mti 2 +
Vp (P, Qp ) =

(5)

iQp



 ti 2
+ ρT ϕp (gi , P) − m

(6)

where ϕp (gi , P) denotes the projection of 3D vertex gi given the pose P and
ρT is the Tukey M-estimator used for reducing the inﬂuence of wrong matches
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Frame t

Frame (t − 1)

Head Pose
Estimation

Pt

Keyframe
with Pt−1

Facial
Expression
Estimation

αt

Keyframe
with Pt

Automatic
Tracking
Re-Initialization

yes/no

Figure 7: Schematic representation for head pose and facial expression estimation
at frame t.

[Huber, 1981]. Finally, the minimization problem in Eq. (5) is solved by the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [Levenberg, 1944, Marquardt, 1963] using the
actual pose as initial value for the estimation. Since the initial conditions are
close to the actual values, the algorithm converges in few iterations.
4.2

Facial Expression Estimation

The idea for estimating the facial expression, parameterized by vector α, is
similar to the one used to estimate the head pose described above, i.e., search
for the values of α that best match the estimated projections of a set of 3D
vertices onto the current frame. In this case, the 3D face model is not rigid but
it is treated as a deformable model, where the position of its vertices are modiﬁed
by α as describes Eq. (1). As was described in subsection 2, the Animation Units
matrix A controls the movements of several parts of the face model. Without
loss of generality, in this work only the following six actions were considered,
which are enough to cover most common facial expressions (mouth and eyebrow
movements).
• Jaw drop.
• Lip corner depressor.
• Eyebrow lowerer.

• Lip stretcher.
• Upper lip raiser.
• Outer eyebrow raiser.
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Let QF be a set containing the indices of the model vertices related with the
above mentioned actions. Analogously to the case of head pose estimation, the
projections of the vertices in QF onto the current frame from the previous frame
and from the keyframe are computed. In this case, the keyframe is previously
 ti
updated to the pose Pt , as is depicted in Fig. 7. Denoting with mti and m
the projection computed from the previous frame and the keyframe images,
respectively, optimal values of α can be computed by minimizing the following
cost function,
 

ρT ϕα (gi , Pt , α) − mti 2 +
VF (α, Pt , QF ) =
iQF



 ti 2
+ ρT ϕα (gi , Pt , α) − m

(7)

where ϕα (gi , Pt , α) denotes the projection of the 3D vertex gi given the pose
Pt and the animation parameter vector α. That is,
α̂ = arg min {VF (α, Pt , QF )}
α

(8)

Finally, the minimization problem in Eq. (8) is solved by the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm [Levenberg, 1944, Marquardt, 1963].
4.3

Tracking Initialization and Automatic Re-Initialization

To detect the head pose in the ﬁrst frame, where no information about the
previous frame is available, the algorithm proposed in [Viola and Jones, 2004]
is used. This algorithm requires the head to be facing the camera and it delivers a rectangular region containing the face. If a face is detected in the current image, the system tries to determinate if the detected face corresponds to
the person’s face to be tracked, i.e., the one used in the manual adaptation of
the 3D face model. This decision is made by comparing the image of the detected face with the keyframe facing the camera. To perform this comparison,
the keyframe is scaled according to the size of the detected face, and it is correlated with the current frame. If the computed correlation surpasses a given
threshold, the system decides that the face has been detected. Then, the above
described estimation algorithms are used to compute the current pose and facial expression and the tracking continues recursively. If the algorithm proposed
in [Viola and Jones, 2004] does not detect a face at the current frame or if the
computed correlation is smaller than the threshold, the current frame is discarded and the same procedure is applied on the next frame. Thus, tracking will
not be started until the person’s face is facing the camera.
As many tracking algorithms, the tracker proposed in this paper can break
down in some conditions, such as when the image gets blurred or the quality
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is not suﬃcient for the feature detection or when the target disappears from
the visual ﬁeld of the camera. In order to avoid the divergence of the tracking
algorithm, the keyframe is compared with the region of the current image that
corresponds to head pose and facial expression estimation. This comparison can
be done at every frame or periodically. When the tracker loose the target, the
diﬀerence between the keyframe and the current estimated face will be increased.
If this diﬀerence surpasses a given threshold, the tracking is re-initialized. This
procedure prevents tracker’s divergence, but it also allows a continuous tracking
when the person’s face disappears and appears into the camera visual ﬁeld.

5

Experimental Results

To evaluate the performance of the head pose and facial expression tracking algorithms proposed in this paper, two video databases were used, viz. , the database
described in [La Cascia et al., 2000]1 for head pose tracking, and a database2
compiled by the authors of this paper. The databases consist of videos with
persons talking and moving their faces in front of a camera. The videos were
recorded using a standard webcam at a rate of 30 frames per second, with a resolution of 320×240 pixels. In order to test the ability of the proposed algorithms
to work properly in diﬀerent situations, videos containing partial face occlusions
and changes in the distance between the camera and the face were recorded. The
algorithms were implemented in C++ and the evaluation was performed on a
2.53GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor. Although the implementation of the algorithms was not optimized for speed, the tracking can be made up to 22 fps. A
further optimization of the algorithms would allow them to run in real-time. To
perceptually evaluate the tracking algorithms, the wireframe of the face model,
with the estimated pose and facial expression, was superimposed over each video
frame. Additionally, a synthesized textured head model was animated to be compared with the actual video. A sequence of frames of the actual video and the
animated model is shown in Fig. 8(a).
Figure 8(a) shows a sequence of frames from video video 1.avi where only
mouth movements (no face occlusion or head movements) are present. An accurate tracking of the mouth movements can be observed from the ﬁgure. A
sequence of frames from video video 2.avi where head movements and changes
in the distance to the camera are present is shown in Fig. 8(b). Also here, an
accurate tracking can be observed. The algorithm compensates for the changes
in scale of the object being tracked.
Figure 9(a) shows a sequence of frames from video video 3.avi where there
are scale changes and partial occlusion of the face. The video sequence shows
1
2

http://www.cs.bu.edu/groups/ivc/HeadTracking/
http://www.fceia.unr.edu.ar/lsd/mrg/audiovisual/jucs09_videos/
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Frames from video 1.avi where mouth movements are tracked correctly. (b) Frames from video 2.avi where head movements and changes in the
distance to the camera are present.

the tracked face getting closer to the camera and partially coming out from the
visual ﬁeld of the camera. It can be observed that the face is tracked correctly
even when partial occlusion of the face takes place.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed tracking algorithms in the presence of more than one face in the scene, a video (video 4.avi) with two persons
was recorded. A sequence of frames of this video is shown in Fig. 9(b). It can be
observed that the tracking results are not aﬀected by the presence of other faces
in the scene. Figure 10 shows a sequence of frames from video jam1.avi, included
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Frames from video 3.avi where partial occlusion occurs. (b) Frames
from video 4.avi where there are two persons in the scene.

in the database described in [La Cascia et al., 2000], where head translation and
rotation are present.
The database described in [La Cascia et al., 2000] provides ground truth data
collected via a “Flock of Birds” 3D magnetic tracker attached on the subjects
head. However, due to the Candide 3 model speciﬁcation, the pose of the model
used by the proposed algorithms is referenced to a coordinate system that is located near the nose, thus, both coordinate systems are diﬀerent. For that reason,
ground truth data was manually collected to evaluate the algorithms quantitatively. In Fig. 11, the estimated 3D pose parameters during tracking (solid line)
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Figure 10: Frames from video jam1.avi, included in the database described
in [La Cascia et al., 2000], where head translation and rotation are present.
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Figure 11: 3D head pose tracking. The graphs show the estimated 3D pose
parameters during tracking (solid line) compared to ground truth (dashed line),
computed from the sequence video 2.avi.

and ground truth data (dashed line) are compared, computed from the sequence
video 2.avi. It can be seen that the head pose is tracked correctly, even in the
presence of signiﬁcant head translation and rotation. Figure 12 shows the comparison between estimated facial animation parameters (solid line) and ground
truth data (dashed line) extracted from the sequence video 1.avi. In particular,
the parameters associated with mouth movements are shown. Also here, it can
be observed that the parameters are accurately estimated.
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Figure 12: Facial expression tracking. The graphs show the estimated facial
expression parameters during tracking (solid line) compared to ground truth
(dashed line), computed from the sequence video 1.avi.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, algorithms for markerless 3D head pose and facial expression
tracking, based on monocular image sequences (single camera), were presented.
A combination of feature-based and model-based approaches for pose estimation
is the base of the proposed algorithms. The algorithms were evaluated both perceptually and quantitatively with two video databases. The tracking algorithm is
made person-independent by adapting a generic 3D face model to the particular
face. Both perceptual and quantitative results are similar to the ones obtained
with other state-of-the-art methods. In contrast to other methods in the literature, the proposed method does not require a training stage. It only requires an
image of the person’s face to be tracked facing the camera, to which the model
is ﬁtted manually through a graphical user interface. This ﬁtting procedure can
be performed in a couple of minutes. To perceptually evaluate the tracking algorithms, the wireframe of the face model, with the estimated pose and facial
expression, was superimposed over each video frame. Additionally, a synthesized
textured head model was animated to be compared with the actual video. Simulation results show that the proposed tracking method correctly estimates the
head pose and facial expression, even when occlusions, changes in the distance
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to the camera and presence of other persons in the scene, occur. Although the
algorithms were not optimized for speed, they run near real time at 22 fps. The
proposed system delivers separate head pose and facial expression information.
Since information related with facial expression is independent from head pose
information, the tracking algorithms could be used for facial expression analysis
as well.
Future work will focus on the development of algorithms for adapting the appearance of the generic 3D face model to the person’s face automatically rather
than manually, and also on the speed optimization of the presented algorithms,
in order for them to run in real-time. The tracking system presented in this
paper will be integrated to the speech-driven facial animation system described
in [Terissi and Gómez, 2008]. In particular, extracted facial expression information will be combined with speech information.
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